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What New Lens Technologies Are on the Horizon?
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Current presbyopia-correcting intraocular lens (IOL) technologies have evolved since their introduction in the mid-2000’s. Since then, 
there has been a steady increase in the number of new lenses that surgeons have at their disposal to help their patients.  Depending 
on the lens design, these lenses do not always provide excellent and reproducible uncorrected near, intermediate, and distance vision 

in all patients. Newer innovations in presbyopia-correcting lenses include: extended depth of focus, trifocal, and innovative combination 
optics lenses.  Additionally, on the horizon are modular IOLs, which are comprised of separate parts that can move independently to correct 
presbyopia or to facilitate IOL exchange. Each of these technologies has the potential to improve patients’ visual function following cataract 
surgery in new and exciting ways. 
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Cataract surgery has undergone a significant transformation in the last 70 years, becoming a safer 

and more reliable treatment with better visual outcomes. An important part of this transformation 

has been the advent of new intraocular lens (IOL) technologies, starting with the first IOL made of 

polymethyl methacrylate and implanted by Sir Harold Ridley in 1949.1 Modern-day cataract surgery 

in the USA most commonly consists of phacoemulsification for cataract removal and implantation 

of a foldable hydrophobic acrylic IOL. Advances in lens technology have included toric lenses for 

astigmatism correction, and multifocal, trifocal and extended depth of field lenses for presbyopia 

correction. No lens, however, has all the characteristics of the ideal IOL – providing excellent, 

predictable and reproducible uncorrected near, intermediate and distance vision with minimal 

modifications to current standard cataract surgery and without significant complications. The 

goal of cataract surgeons is to provide patients with spectacle-free vision, free of distortions and 

dysphotopsias, which current IOL technology cannot always provide. 

Extended depth of focus intraocular lenses 
Extended depth of focus (EDOF) IOLs are presbyopia-correcting lenses that aim to enhance 

intermediate and near vision. EDOF IOLs achieve this by creating single, elongated focus as 

opposed to overlapping near and far images, a method employed by multifocal IOLs. The Tecnis 

Symfony (Johnson & Johnson Vision, Santa Ana, CA, USA) is a diffractive EDOF lens, but due to 

the diffractive optics has increased dysphotopsias and reduced contrast sensitivity compared 

with a monofocal lens.2 New monofocal lenses that provide additional intermediate vision are 

designed with a progressive power change and higher order aspheric surface that adds power 

towards the center of the lens. This design minimizes dysphotopsias and does not split light 

like previous EDOF and multifocal lenses while still partially extending the depth of vision.3 The 

Tecnis Eyhance (Johnson & Johnson Vision, Santa Ana, CA, USA), is one such monofocal lens, 

which is now available in Europe and the USA. Initial studies show this lens provides comparable 

distance vision and rate of dysphotopsia with enhanced intermediate vision compared with 

standard monofocal lenses.4

Approved by the FDA in February 2020, the AcrySof IQ Vivity (Alcon, Fort Worth, TX, USA) is an 

EDOF lens that is based on a monofocal platform,  but has a center elevation on the anterior 

surface with a different power to allow extended depth of focus and without diffractive elements. 

Because the lens does not split light but instead stretches and shifts the wavefront, it can be used 

in patients that would not be candidates for prior diffractive EDOF/multifocal lenses.5 This lens is 

available in Europe and the USA. 

This editorial is based on the “SYM-1: Advanced Cataract Surgery: Achieving 20/Happy in 2020” 
session at the American Society of Cataract and Refractive Surgery Virtual Annual Meeting 
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EDOF can also be achieved by combining small aperture optics with a 

monofocal lens to treat patients with cataracts.6 The IC-8 (AcuFocus, 

Irvine, CA, USA) uses a small aperture and has been successful in 

providing EDOF and allowing spectacle independence in over 50% of 

patients implanted with the IOL in a recent study.6 The pinhole optics also 

provide a benefit in corneas with irregular astigmatism and high levels 

of aberrations, such as those with previous history of radial keratotomy 

or laser vision correction. Available outside the USA, IC-8 recently 

completed its FDA clinical trial and has submitted a premarket approval 

application to the FDA.7

Combination extended depth of focus 
intraocular lenses and multifocal technology
The Tecnis Synergy lens (Johnson & Johnson Vision, Santa Ana, CA, USA) 

combines the diffractive EDOF technology of the Tecnis Symfony with 

multifocality to create a continuous range of vision from distance to 

33 cm, without the drop-out at intermediate distances seen with many 

previous multifocal and trifocal designs. Whereas the Symfony lens uses 

diffractive optics to achieve EDOF from distance to about 60–65 cm, 

the Synergy lens uses a combination of diffractive EDOF and multifocal 

optics to provide a near focal point of 33 cm, a focal point at distance and 

an EDOF range from about 33 to 80 cm for intermediate vision.8 The lens 

is available in Europe, Australia and New Zealand. 

Trifocal lenses
Trifocal lenses are multifocal lenses that use diffractive optics to create 

three distinct focal points, providing near, intermediate and distance 

vision. The PanOptix lens (Alcon, Fort Worth, TX, USA) is a trifocal lens 

that was launched in the USA in late 2019, and is the only FDA-approved 

trifocal lens available in the USA. The EnVista trifocal (Bausch + Lomb, 

Rochester, NY, USA), available in Europe since 2017, is in FDA clinical 

trials for registration in the USA (NCT NCT03603600).

Modular intraocular lenses
A new generation of IOLs is in the pipeline that include multiple separate 

components, called modular IOLs. Theodore Werblin initially proposed the 

concept of modular IOLs in the 1990s, and since then, multiple different 

lenses have been developed and are in various stages of production.9 

Modular IOLs have a different set of trade-offs than traditional single- 

and three-piece IOLs, and can allow for presbyopia correction, easier IOL 

exchange, decreased rate of posterior capsular opacification and even 

implantation of other intraocular technologies, such as sensors. Another 

advantage is the reduced need for components to be kept in stock in 

the operating room; separate components can be used to correct 

sphere, cylinder and presbyopia, reducing the total inventory needed.10 

Facilitating IOL exchange is important and can have significant effects on 

treatment of post-cataract surgery refractive error correction. 

ClarVista Medical has developed a modular IOL called the Harmoni. This 

lens is again a foldable acrylic dual IOL with hydrophobic base and optic 

components.11 The base in this case has no optic and serves as a scaffold 

for the optic. The base is 13.0 mm in diameter including the haptics, and 

the central body of the base has a diameter of 8.5 mm. The body is open 

in the centre, and the 5.8 mm diameter optic is placed within the body 

to form the final lens. Both parts of this IOL are designed to be placed 

within the capsular bag. The base has a square edge on the anterior and 

posterior sides, designed to reduce the rate of capsular opacification. 

The rate is further reduced by the large size of the base, preventing 

central migration of proliferative lens epithelial cells.  The IOL is designed 

to allow for easy IOL exchange or upgrade if needed.  

The Gemini Refractive Capsule™ (Omega Ophthalmics®, Lexington, 

KY, USA) is a single-piece implant that acts somewhat similarly to the 

base of the Harmoni, but with the unique capability of accepting any 

modern lens design, making it part of a modular system. The implant is 

placed within the capsular bag, propping it open, and is open centrally. 

Any ordinary IOLs can be placed within the central opening created. By 

opening the capsular bag, the rate of posterior capsule opacification 

formation is reduced, and IOL exchange is facilitated as the Gemini 

maintains space and prevents adhesion of the lens to the capsular 

bag. Omega Ophthalmics is developing a hydrophobic acrylic optic that 

can be used with the Gemini alone or with a traditional IOL to refine 

refractive outcomes.12 

FluidVision® (PowerVision, Alcon, Geneva, Switzerland) is an 

accommodating IOL design consisting of a clear deformable optic filled 

with fluid attached to peripheral reservoirs that change the shape and 

refractive power of the lens in response to accommodative effort.  This 

design is currently under development.13 

Atia Vision (Shifamed, Campbell, CA, USA) is developing a modular IOL 

that acts to correct presbyopia. It consists of a back and front lens similar 

to other designs. The back lens sits within the capsular bag, filling it and 

maintaining contact with the posterior surface of the bag. It changes 

shape with the contraction and relaxation of the ciliary body, thereby 

increasing and decreasing its power. The front lens is a fixed power optic 

that is selected based on the patient’s biometry to minimize residual 

refractive error. This design allows for natural accommodation of the IOL 

and selection of the appropriate power for each patient. The Atia Vision 

lens is currently undergoing in-human trials in Europe.14

The Opira lens (ForSight Labs, Menlo Park, CA, USA) is a sulcus-based 

accommodating IOL that fixes haptics in the capsulorhexis, putting them 

in direct contact with the ciliary body. Contractions pump fluid into the 

anterior optic, changing its shape and power.15  

Another new modular IOL that provides presbyopia correction by allowing 

accommodation is the Juvene™ lens (LensGen, Irvine, CA, USA). The 

Juvene IOL consists of a base component with a fixed power optic that 

fills the capsular bag, and a fluid-filled anterior lens that changes power 

with contraction and relaxation of the ciliary body. A unique advantage 

of the Juvene is that the lens fills the entire capsular bag, anterior to 

posterior. This allows more accurate prediction of effective lens position, 

increases rotational stability, prevents capsular opacification, and can 

potentially reduce vitreous movement, reducing the rate of posterior 

vitreous detachment and retinal tears or detachments. The anterior lens 

power sits within the base component and is held in place by three tabs. 

The power of the anterior lens can be selected based on preoperative 

biometry, and a toric version can be implants in patients with corneal 

astigmatism. The platform also allows for future developments such 

as implants that can be used to deliver intraocular medications and 

implantable sensors. Implanting the Juvene IOL is done in the same 

fashion as standard monofocal one-piece IOLs, via a clear corneal 

incision of 3.0 mm. The anterior lens is inserted after the base lens 

and is set within the base using a second instrument.16 The Juvene has 

been implanted in patients, including those in the ongoing GRAIL study. 

In this study, the Juvene IOL was implanted in 44 eyes and patients 

were followed for 12 months postoperatively. Preliminary data have 

been reported, demonstrating the benefits of the Juvene IOL. Ten eyes 

were examined for rotational stability at 3 months postoperatively, and 

the mean rotation was found to be 1.7° ± 0.9°. Of 20 eyes with Juvene 
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IOLs, the monocular defocus curves showed mean UDVA of 20/40 or 

greater from -2.5 D to +1.0 D, and 15 patients underwent binocular 

Juvene implantation (30 eyes). Of these 15 patients, none reported visual 

complaints on the McAlinden quality of vision questionnaire. After 6 

months, the binocular defocus curves showed mean UDVA of 20/40 or 

greater from -3.0 D to +1.5 D, demonstrating the Juvene IOL’s presbyopia-

correcting capability.17 The final results of the GRAIL study are expected to 

be published in the near future. 

Our options for presbyopia correction continue to expand. There are many 

near-term and long-term options that promise to improve on current 

technologies for our patients. The future certainly looks exciting! q
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